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About Haifa Wehbe

From top model, to super recording artist. Haifa Wehbe launched her singing career a decade ago 
to expand on a personal hobby that would later sky rocket  into making her one of the top, if not the 
top, female performers in the arab music industry and garnering her an ever-growing fan base of 
millions ranging from teenagers to kids, girls, guys, women and men alike.

Her debut single “Agoul ahwak” from the album “Howa El Zaman” shook and reset industry 
standards at its time of release causing a lot of controversy that was over-shadowed by undeniable 
success, and still remains a fan favorite and a Haifa classic. Another single “Ma Sar” became 
a huge hit with clubbers on an international level, even being featured on a Ministry Of Sound 
compilation album.

In 2005, Haifa released her sophomore album “Baddi Eesh”; a record bulging with hits including 
the ever-so-popular “Ana Haifa”, “Hayat Albi” and the hugelysuccessful “Ragab”, a track that 
became the hit of that summer. 

Haifa empowered this release with constant promotion, including a 3 month stint on the top-rated 
LBC reality program “Al Wadi” where she became the first artist in history to release a new single 
every single week.

With a career envied by many and a fan base to be reckoned with, Haifa knew her next step had to 
be very well thought and certain to top any success she had already garnered with previous efforts. 
Disappoint she did not, as her musical career was taking off, Haifa was rapidly becoming perceived 
as not only a great performer, but also a fashion icon who’s style is admired as well as replicated 
by many.

To launch her third album “Habibi Ana”, Haifa enlisted the late lebanese director Yehya Saade 
to direct what has now become one of the best and most modern arabic music videos in history 
“Mosh Adra Astanna”; a music video that played on all of Haifa’s unique qualities and evolving 
sound whilst brushing on her growing fashion icon status.

After recognized musical success, Haifa embarked on a challenging career move, starring in the 
critically-acclaimed movie “Dokkan Shehata” by Egyptian director Khaled Yousef proving that she 
is indeed a triple threat who can sing, perform and act.

Haifa MJK is the long-awaited 4th studio release from International Diva Haifa Wehbe. Following 
three hit albums, MJK had a lot to live up to. Upon release, the album has not only delivered and 
exceeded expectations but is on its way to rapidly become Haifa’s best-selling album to date.

After four years in the making, MJK was finally set for release. Generating a strategically planned 
media frenzy months prior to its release date, the album was introduced to the public following a 
massive and first-of-its-kind digital marketing and social media campaign capitalizing on Haifa’s 
huge social media presence and influence. Wowing both audiences and critics across the region 
and abroad, the campaign garnered phenomenal success birthing countless social interactions 
and resulting in a #1 album spot on the official iTunes Top 200 World Music Charts.

The perfect soundtrack to the summer, MJK boasts fun freshness through its candy pop hits, its 
flamboyant modern pop sleeve all the way to Haifa’s effortless, laid-back attitude and exquisite 
exotic beauty, which made MJK take on a life of its own.



About Statement PR

About Moustafa “Mojoe” Kayed

Statement PR is a leading public relations & entertainment boutique firm that specializes in 
creation, development & execution of media campaigns, brand development, celebrity & fashion 
representation/management, celebrity/brand alliances, and events PR.

Our mission is bringing extraordinary recognition to our exclusively selected yet diverse list of 
clients by integrating PR strategies that are carefully customized and directed into bringing 
international appeal & mass awareness to our client’s vision as a result of the company’s global 
acknowledgment of today’s ever changing progressive culture.

Under the direction & vision of PR powerhouse Moustafa “Mojoe” Kayed cross culturing a 
cosmopolitan success to campaigns between the Middle East/North Africa, Europe, & U.S for a 
broad spectrum clientele of local/international brands & celebrities, Statement PR is truly the 
leader in producing unparalleled success in establishing global brand recognition & birthing a 
hype that evolves with today’s rapidly changing media/pop culture.

In the Middle East/North Africa region where the entertainment industry usually requires following 
a “slightly” different approach to meet with the foreign pop culture, one man was able to dictate 
a cosmopolitan strategy in handling entertainment PR, branding, and media marketing in a most 
noted international standard appeal. With 10 years of notable media achievements, the name 
Moustafa “Mojoe” Kayed has been a synonym to the craft of artists’ development/management, 
image branding, media marketing and events productions in a highly acclaimed international 
standard.

He began his career in entertainment 10 years ago in the UK while finishing his BA from 
Cambridge University majoring in mass communication and specializing in TV & Radio 
productions. His career is highlighted by major accomplishments such as being the editor-in-
chief for prestigious magazines such as DG, then producing and artistically managing hit shows 
for leading TV channels such as MBC, Rotana and the London based music television “Smash TV”, 
acting as executive producer & creative consultant for the music album of the international pop 
diva “Haifa Wehbe” and others A list performers.

Recently, his PR experiences and strong celebrity network in the region & Hollywood led him 
to work on the grand opening of Atlantis The Palm Resort in Dubai. He also finished executive 
producing the show “Style & Stars” for MBC network, a celebrity lifestyle & fashion show covering 
the “in” fashion of celebrities from London, Paris, LA, Dubai, Cairo & Beirut, and was also one of 
the main producers to the phenomenal reality TV hit “My BFF” starring world celebrity/heiress 
Paris Hilton. Currently, he founded Statement PR, the leading celebrity/brand public relations 
boutique firm, which marks the beginning of a new chapter in his extraordinary career as an 
international PR force pushing boundaries and cross bridging cosmopolitan collaborations 
between regions with his distinctive signature approach & success.



Soc i a l  Me d i a  C a m p a i g n



Facebook

During the weeks leading up to the album’s release, a soft promotion and introduction of the new 
album and it’s visual language was being introduced via Haifa’s now-hugely-popular Facebook 
page.

Every Monday, a new song snippet and a Haifa voice note would be released on her Facebook page 
along with a brand new cover photo.





Twitter

Hailed by many as starting the enormous boom in Arab Celebrity Twitter account trend, it only 
made sense to take as much advantage of Haifa’s Twitter account as possible to promote the 
album.

Along with the Facebook campaign, Haifa’s Twitter was also getting new skins and exclusive sneak 
peaks posted on it.



HAIFA MJK: The Official Website

Always one to break the mold and set industry standards, Haifa’s MJK album was the first arab/
MENA release to be accompanied with its very own official website. 

A treat for the fans, the website included exclusive Haifa images, artwork, downloads and 
announcements to accompany the release.
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